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PREFACE
The publication of Miguel de Unamuno's famous novel Nlabla in 1914 
spawned many critiques and analyses because of its anticipation in form 
and style of other notable literary works such as Six Characters in Search 
of an Author by Pirandello in 1921, and Per Verwandlung by Kafka in 1916 
(Valdes, p. 87). The majority of these studies have focused on the struc­
ture and point of view of Nlebla, and how Unamuno's existential and 
philosophical questions have been presented through the characters and 
situations found in this book. These analyses have also discussed Augusto's 
personal reality and psychological alienation, and the creation metaphor 
present in this "nivola." However, while all of these themes are readily 
evident, another Important theme has been generally overlooked, that of 
Augusto's psychological and existential development. In this thesis,
1 shall try to relate this development and process of self-discovery 
with seasonal references which represent four stages in the life of 
Augusto Peres; each of these stages contains distinct corporal and animal 
Imagery which supports Augusto's psychological development, demonstrates 
various aspects of his psyche, and foreshadows his fate. But more im­
portantly, these seasonal phases, so surprising in an author known for 
his lack of exterior description, add to the theme of what is true 
existence and to the Interior reality of the anguished protagonist,
Augusto Perez.
INTRODUCTION
While Villegas recognises that Augusto evolves existentially and 
psychologically during the course of Nlebla, he delineates only two 
phases in Augusto's development, that of being in the mist, which repre­
sents an Inauthentic existence, and that of being outside of the mist, 
which represents an affirmation of his existence* I, however, have 
another interpretation of how Augusto's evolution is manifested. I see 
four distinct stages in Augusto's emotional development (his infancy, 
youth, maturation, and death) and in his Inverted psychological develop­
ment (his superego, ego, id, and the integration of his personality); 
the quadripartite progressions within both his emotional and psychological 
development correspond to the seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and winter, 
respectively*
Within each of the four stages a particular relationship is empha­
sised. For example, the author highlights Augusto's relationships with 
his mother and Eugenia in the first stage, his romance with Rosario in 
the second, his filial association with his servants Llduvina and Domingo 
and his friendship with Victor in the third stage, and Augusto's relation­
ship with the author hims f, Unamuno, in the fourth and final stage.
These relationships also serve to reveal various aspects of Augusto*s 
attempts to affirm his existence. For example, Eugenia's spirituality 
reflects Augusto's attempt to discover himself spiritually, Rosario's 
sensuality initiates Augusto's foray into carnal matters, Victor's, 
Llduvina's, and Domingo's pragmatism mirrors Augusto's pragmatic endeavor 
to forget existential problems, and the artistry associated with the
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profession of Unamuno, a writer, underscores Augusto's attempt to reach 
existence through art.
The*ie four stages also contain distinct corporal and animal Imagery 
which reflect Augusto's psychological and existential growth. In the 
first stagei the eyes and the hands represent the theme of spirituality, 
and the change of animal Imagery from the eagle to the canary fore­
shadows Auguato’s feeling of entrapment. In the second stage, the hair 
and the heart symbolise Augusto's preoccupation with sex, and the frog 
Imagery further reveals what his true sexual and existential condition 
is. In the third section, stomach images support Augusto's attempt to 
forget existential problems by drowning himself in the details of every­
day life; Orfeo, his dog, together with Augusto's servants, represent 
the unquestioning attitude of the "commou* man towards his existence.
In the final phase. Images of cadavers and puppets symbolise Augusto's 
death and lack of control, and the animal Imagery of man as glorified 
ape demonstrates man's presumptuousness before his "author," before his 
god.
Therefore, through the cyclical progression of the seasons, corporal 
and animal Imagery, and relationships which are emphasised within each 
stage, we see Augusto's attempts to authenticate and develop his exist­
ence. References to the Biblical story of Adam and Eve also parallel 
the evolution of Augusto's relationship with his god and the growth of 
his personal awareness. And although, as we shall see, Augusto's en­
deavors to achieve existence through spirituality, sex, and pragmatism 
all fall, he does finally achieve an existence through art as an artistic 
being, as a character in a novel who lives in the minds of his readers.
FIRST STAGE
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the first stage of Augusto1s development* which is comprised of 
Chapters I-VIII, we see the beginning of the seasonal archetype in Niebla.
We begin in the spring* the season corresponding to Augusto*a fetal and 
infantile existence. Later we see the spiritual essence of his relation­
ship with Eugenia* references to Adam before the fall* the failure of his 
endeavor to achieve existence in Eugenia's eyes* and hew corporal and 
animal Imagery supports Augusto*s psychological and existential progres­
sion.
Spring
The first time we encounter Augusto* we see him in the spring; he 
is in the rain and is contemplating whether or not he will use his umbrella. 
Rain and umbrellas are the common symbols for spring* and these images 
are supported by another springtime image* the beginning of the flowing 
of the sap in the trees and the budding of *ne flowers: "la niebla de
la vida resume un dulce aburrlmlento, licor agudulce . . .  ml Eugenia* 
flor de mi aburrlmlento vital e inconciente" (p. 74, Ch. 4).
Fetal and Infantile Existence
Although Augusto is twenty-odd years old* he is still a fetus psycho­
logically. Augusto still is not fully conscious of his environment— note 
the image of unconsciousness expressed in the preceding quotation* and 
in the following one: "no era qua tomaba posesidn de su mundo exterior"
(p. 65* Ch. 1). He resembles a fetus that does not yet have the necessary 
strength to leave the womb; Carlos Feal Deibe states that the image of
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the closed umbrella indicates Augusto'* passivity and "su falta de empuje 
en la lucha por la existencia" (p. 73). What consciousness Augusto does 
have Is fetal, as his memories before the onset of the novel are obscure, 
vague, and nebulous. He feels himself to be "un vago" and like a brother, 
"en parallels"; like a fetus, he doesn't have much freedom of movement, 
and In a way, he is paralysed. Augusto's Inability to remember his father 
likewise substantiates fetal existence In that it symbolises his ignorance 
of his true father, his god, just as the Infant Is also unaware of his 
origins. "De su padre apenas se acordaba, era una aombra mftica que se 
le perdfa en lo mas lejano" (p. 75, Ch. 5). As we have seen, Augusto 
cannot o'Hst outside of the emotional womb, just as he cannot exist out­
side the conceptual womb within the minds of his readers.
Through Eugenia's eyes, Augusto comes to believe in his own exist­
ence: "me hacen creer que exlsto" (p. 83, Ch. 7). Consequently, we see
a type of conception, the mental conception of himself and the conception 
of his knowledge of his existence. Here we see that it is Augusto*s love 
for Eugenia that which fives him some semblance of existence; It is "el 
que lo ha extraido de la nlebla de la creacion" (p. 71, Ch. 4), and 
seems to give him a spiritual existence: "Gracias al amor siento el
alma de bulto, la toco" (p. 83, Ch. 7). Through his love for Eugenia, 
Augusto begins to have contact with the outside world; at the beginning 
of the book, we see that he is often too absorbed In himself to be able 
to notice others, and slips back into his unconscious, fetal state:
Mientras iba asi hablando consigo mlamo cruzo con Eugenia 
sin advertlr siquiera el resplandor de susojos. La 
nlebla esplrltual era demaslado densa. (p. 68, Ch. 2)
■■'; 5
6However* later on In this stage* we see that he is beginning to welcome 
a release from his self-absorption: "El amor es un extasls* nos saca
de nosotros misntos" (p, 75, Ch. 5). Therefore* Augusto tries to estab­
lish a relationship with someone in order to prove his own reality; how­
ever* to obtain the relationship he needs* he has to learn to love: "Hay 
que vivir para amor, Sf, . . . y hay que amar para vivir" (p. 75, Ch, 5).
Unfortunately, Augusto cannot truly love Eugenia until he begins 
to live. Whereas Eugenia's eyes conceived Augusto, their encounter 
symbolically gives birth to him as well* "Era como si resplrase por 
prlmera vez" and "Emposaba a conocer el mundo" (p. 88* Ch* 8). We see 
that after his first meeting with Eugenia* his faith in his own existerce 
becomes more definite; he wants to "olvldarse de que exlstla" (p. 84,
Ch* 8), since he believes that he has an existence to forget* Also* the 
birth of his awareness of his existence serves to foreshadow his sens'ial 
development: "Se puso a pensar en . . . el pecado de la came . . . "
(p. 88, Ch. 8).
Eugenia
In this section we shall discuss Augusto's relationship with Eugenia, 
and how this relationship reflects Augusto's infantile psychological 
state and his need for a controlling figure in his life. We also see 
the asexual, spiritual nature of their relationship and how Augusto's 
illusions about the nature of this relationship show his lack of self- 
knowledge. And finally* we will see how Eugenia Introduces Augusto into 
the world of women and sensuality.
Eugenia is associated with Augusto's mother early on in the book, 
not only by being the means of Augusto's mental conception and birth,
7but also by sharing certain psychological traits with Dona Soledad,
Augusto'a mother. Since Augusto's mother died two yeirs before the onset
of the story, he has to look for another mother who will control him.
His mother told him, "Busca una mujer de gobierno, que sepa querer . . .
y gobernarte" (p. 73, Ch. 4). When Augusto "decides" t> woo Eugenia,
he Is In fact obeying his mother. As Carlos Feal Delbe says,
ella mlsma (Eugenia) debio ser la daae de mujer con que 
qulslera (la madre) a el casarlo. (p. 80)
And she Is. For example, we can see Eugenia's domination of Augusto
In their dates, as she Is always telling him what he can and cannot do.
In a similar manner. Dona Soledad controlled Augusto. Remember that he
could never stay out late since his mother always waited up for him; he
did not lead the normal life of a young bachelor. However, in this phase
of his life, Augusto Is effectively a baby and still needs a mother, and
he finds one In Eugenia:
SI esta reels Independence de caracter a ml, que no le tengo, 
es lo que mas me entuslasma !; sles esta, esta, esta, y no 
otra la mujer que neceslto! (p. 87, Ch. 8)
As Eugenia Is excessively associated with maternal Images, It Is
clear that Augusto cannot really have a sexual relationship with her;
rather, their relationship Is spiritual and asexual: "Ml Eugenia, sf,
la mfa— iba diciendose— esta que me estoy forjando a solas, y no la otra,
no la de carne y hueso" (p. 67, Ch. 2). We see the asexual and spiritual
essence of this relationship when Augusto falls to exhibit the normal
jealousy of a lover when confronted with the fact that his beloved loves
another. He wants Eugenia's spirit more than he wants her body:
el uno (Maurlcio) podfa JJegar a poseerla materialmente; pero la 
misterlosa luz espirltual de aquellos ojos es mla . • . que se 
quede el con la suya, y con Is mfa me quedare yo. (p. 92, Ch. 10)
8Much later on we see the spiritual, asexual, and Imaginary essence of 
their relationship when Augusto writes, MM1 alma vagaba lejos de ml cuerpo 
en las brumas perdldas de la veda" (p. 156, Ch. 27), and Augusto's own 
admission that "Eugenia, que me habla a la lmaglnaclon, • . • facultades 
del alma que otros llamar lntellgencia" (p. 147, Ch. 24).
However, at the beginning of his infatuation with Eugenia, Augusto 
believes that he is truly in love with Eugenia, and this belief shows 
his lack of self-knowledge. The discovery of the true essence of his 
love for Eugenia, notwithstanding, does lead him closer to self-discovery 
when he realises that intellectual attraction and sexual attraction are 
not necessarily the same thing. His friend Victor tells him, "tu an- 
amoramlento no es slno cerebral, o como suele declrse, de cabesa" (p. 93, 
Ch. 10), and "lo sabfa (his infatuation) mejor que tu mlsmo" (p* 71, Ch. 
3). These revelations show Augusto his own lack of personal understanding 
and make him feel strange, not like the others, and they also injure him 
psychologically: "aquello de que su enamoramlento no era sino de cabesa
le habla 11agado, doliendole, al fondo del alma" (p. 93, Ch. 10).
While Eugenia's attraction for Augusto is asexual and spiritual, 
she paradoxically serves as an introduction for Augusto into the feminine 
world and into sensuality. She herself feels as though she is partici­
pating in a preparation of some kind: "la muslca (her profession) es 
preparaclon eterna, preparaclon a un advenimlento que nunca llega" (p.
90, Ch. 9), and she prepares Augusto for the sensual world, although she 
will not truly be a part of it. As Victor tells Augusto, Eugenia, "te 
sacudio y remejlo con sus ojos esa charca en que tu amor dorm£a • • • 
y como es tan grande se extlende a todas partes" (p. 93, Ch. 10).
9Eugenia represents woman in the abstract, "Has pasado, pues, de lo abstracto 
a lo concreto11 (p. 93, Ch. 10), and awakens Augusto to the beauty of all 
women: "Casl todas las mujeres con que cruzaba por la calle parecianles
guapas, mucha8 hermoslslmas y nlnguna fea (p. 88, Ch, 8). Augusto him­
self realizes that he has discovered a whole new world: "he aprendldo
a veros a vosotras, a las mujeres" (p. 99, Ch, 12),
However, now that Augusto feels the attraction of sensuality, and per­
haps unconsciously begins to realize that there Is no possibility of a 
sexual relationship with Eugenia, the stage is set for his oncoming dis­
satisfaction with this state of affairs. He begins to recognize other 
possibilities for happiness with other women and says that Eugenia is 
"el quo ha deepertado ml facultad amorosa; pero una vez que la desperto 
y suscito no neceslto ya de ella; lo que sobran son mujeres" (p. 127,
Ch. 27). Batchelor sums up the purpose of Augusto's relationship with 
Eugenia by stating:
Eugenia becomes the result of Augusto's boredom as he fills in 
his time imagining a love that cannot exist, needing her to 
justify his existence, (p, 214)
However, Augusto has also recognized, perhaps unconsciously, the futility 
of his love for Eugenia, and his desire for a more satisfactory relation*' 
ship marks his maturation and advancement towards personal understanding.
Adam Before the Fall
In this section we shall look at the similarities of Augusto's 
existence and existential consciousness to that of Adam before the fall. 
Augusto and Adam both inhabit a type of paradise. They are both reluc­
tant to do anything that might jeopardize their utopia| both are quite 
happy with their lack of control and wish to conform psychologically to
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the demands of their creators, and finally, both are tempted with the
promise of greater self-knowledge.
Before his encounter with Eugenia, Augusto led an Idyllic life
similar to Adam's existence in the Garden of Eden, before the fall.
Augusto thinks about "la concordancla" and hates "lo lmperfecto" (p. 64,
Ch. 1), which evokes the perfection found in Paradise. Augusto's life
before the onset of the novel is "Como un sueno dulce" (p. 77, Ch. 5).
Like Adam, Augusto tries to fight his loneliness through the company of
a woman, and he tries to convert Eugenia into his Eve. After meeting
her, he feels that "se derramba por su ser todo como un fluldo de sereni-
dad" (p. 85, Ch. 8), which is how Adam must have felt after meeting Eve.
However, as we have seen before, Eugenia cannot be the true Eve for
Augusto as she represents for him a mother, not a lover. Although Augusto
reflects on the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil after meeting Eugenia,
this thought is not an indication of Eugenia's significance to Augusto,
but rather prefigures the essence of his relationship with Rosario.
Like Adam before the fall, Augusto too has little Independence of
thought and control, and has no desire for this power. He, like Adam,
is satisfied with the rule of his god, Unamuno{ with Providence, with
fate! "Estabamos destinados uno a otro en armonla preestableclda, soraos
dos monadas complementaria una de otra" (p. 75, Ch. 5). Leal Delbe
considers Augusto to feel "protegldo por el ser fuerte que es como una
madre para el" (p. 84). Augusto is in a mental paradise and he is not
going to do anything to disrupt it.
Eso es un disparate, ese de que no mande nadle. Si no 
manda nadle, qulen va a obedecer? No comprende usted 
que eso es lmposible? (p. 80, Ch. 6)
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Augusto needs a supervisor, a god who has designed a pattern for his life* 
so that his life makes sense: MY esa aparlclon de nl Eugenia, no sera 
algo loglco? No obedecera a un ajedrez divino?" (p, 70, Ch. 3). If a 
higher order Is nonexistent, then there Is no basis for his own existence 
either. Therefore, he does not want any knowledge which may disillusion 
him: "El amor precede al conoclmlento, y este mats a aquel" (p. 71, Ch. 4).
This preoccupation with conforming to the rules that his society, mother, 
and god have Imposed symbolizes the development of his superego, that 
internal control mechanism which controls and represses his actions and 
desires In order to conform to societal, maternal, and god-llke demands.
Finally, we see that Augusto, like Adam, Is ultimately tempted with 
the promise of personal and sexual knowledge. Remember that Augusto 
reflected on the Idea of original sin after meeting Eugenia, and this 
encounter acts like a catalyst and accelerates his development. Although 
Augusto before didn't want knowledge, now he yearns for It and also wants 
control. He rejects rationalism and spirituality: "como podels conocer
si no pecafs, si vuestro conoclmlento no es pecado? El conoclmlento que 
no es pecado no es tal conoclmlento, no es raclonal" (p. 88, Ch. 8). He 
later thinks, "Y como me ha 'namorado, si en rigor no puedo declr que 
la conozco" (p. 71, Ch. 4). Lugenla's uncle also states that, "El unico 
conoclmlento eficaz es el conoclmlento post nuptlas" (p. 84, Ch. 8). 
Therefore we see Augusto's awakening Interest in sex as evidenced by both 
his own statements and those of t£o Fermfn. Now Augusto also wants 
Independence: "La mujer solo ama a su hombre mlentras no plense como
ella, es declr, mlentras plense" (p. 72, Ch. 4). This represents a 
psychological departure from his mother; he matures, he grows emotionally.
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and he wants to leave the nest. However* before Augusto's encounter with 
Eugenia* we see a foreshadowing of the possible consequences of Augusto's 
new thirst for knowledge and independence. While in front of Eugenia's 
house* he unfavorably compares the housekeeper to a character which 
symbolises Hell: "Esta Cerbeta" (p. 64* Ch. 1). If Augusto sins* he*
like Adam* will have to pay the consequences. His new-found knowledge 
will create a mental hell for him and will shatter all his illusions.
His Failure to Achieve Spiritual Existence
In this section* we will examine how Augusto's endeavor to authenti­
cate his existence by means of his spiritual relationship with Eugenia 
falls. Unfortunately for Augusto* he neither obtains importance nor 
existence in her eyes. Eugenia states*
para mf como (he) si no exlstlera • . • ese del canario* 
tlene algo dentro? • . • Pero usted cree que tiene entranas?
. . . Si es hueco* como si le viera* hueco • • • (p. 109*
Ch. 15).
She denies him existence by cutting off his relationship with another 
human being* namely herself, Batchelor maintains that* "Eugenia • • . 
is closing a debate in Augusto's mind. He cannot reach otherness"
(p. 133). Eugenia doesn't recognize her uncle* a man preoccupied with 
spiritual matters* as he himself says— "Ml anarqulsmo is puramente 
©spiritual" (p. 80* Ch. 6)» as a real being. She does not bestow reality 
upon him either:
Ml tfo es • . • vamos . . .  mi tfo . . .  No me acostumbro 
del todo a que sea algo asf. Vamos . • . de came y heuso 
• • . Vamos* asf como si no exlstlera de verdad. (p. Ill*
Ch. 15).
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Feal Delbe believes:
Esta falta de consistencla procede, tanto en Augusto como 
en Fermfn, de su debilldad ante la mujer— imagen de la madre 
todo-poderosa— presents en cualquler momento de absor­
ber lo . . .  El hombre* entonces* no es capaz de aflrmarse 
autonomamente• (p. 89)
Augusto also recognises this fight to be more real than the other* Eugenia* 
when he wonders* "Es ella creaclon mfa, o soy creation suya yo?" (p. 82* 
Ch. 7). It is as though she fights against Augusto’s existence* as 
Batchelor has said: she "unwinds the skein (madeja) of life while he
is winding it" (p. 146).
Corporal Imagery: The Eyes and the Hands
In this section we shall analyse the significance of the eyes and
the hands to Augusto’s infantile emotional and existential state. These
corporal images also serve to reinforce the spiritual nature of Augusto
and Eugenia's relationship and reveal Eugenia's true nature. And lastly*
these images perform an important function by foreshadowing Augusto's
failure to become real through spirituality.
The prominent corporal images found in this stage of Augusto's
existence are the eyes and the hands* which are the parts of the body
through which the infant becomes acquainted with his environment. Cited
in Feal Delbe's Unamuno: 'tel Otro"y Don Juan is this pertinent note:
This particular emphasis on the eyes corresponds closely 
to Kalla'8 and Spitz's experimental findings* namely* that 
to the infant the eyes represent a dominant feature in the 
Gestalt of the face.l
The eyes are* in effect* a counterpoint to the nlebla which surrounds 
Augusto; they represent a clear vision of his environment and can pene­
trate his existential mist: "La vida es una nebulosa. Ahora surge de
ella Eugenia" (p. 67* Ch. 2).
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The light that radiates from the eyes which lead Augusto towards 
reality also reinforces Augusto's spiritual image of Eugenia. The lightf 
the "resplandor," and the spirituality of these eyes are described 
throughout this first stage in this manner: "los ojos de Eugenia • • •
dieron como una neuva y misteriosa luz esplrltual • • . que de aquellos 
ojos irradiaba" (p. 85, Ch. 8). This mysterious light also symbolizes 
spiritual knowledge— "luz esplrltual11— and does not suggest the passion 
of sexual knowledge.
The coldness of Eugenia's hands further adds to the frigidity of
her soul• We can see Augusto's mistaken belief that the pure heat of
her eyes corresponds to the nature of her soul.
Y penoo, "Me va a quemar con la suya (her hands)l" Pero 
no fue asl, una mano blanca y frla, blanca como la nleve 
y como la nieve frfa. (p. 85, Ch. 8)
Her hands reveal that the love of Augusto is incapable of melting the
ice in her heart: "La cubrio' de besos, que apenas entiblaran la
frialdad" (p. 95, Ch. 11). Therefore, we have another foreshadowing of
Augusto's failure to confirm his reality through the love of another.
Although her eyes appear to promise the possibility of love, in a change
of the traditional symbolism, it is the hands which reveal Eugenia's true
nature and coldness towards Augusto.
The corporal Images prominent within this stage also perform another
important function by foreshadowing the nature of Augusto's next attempt
to find existence through sensuality and his sentiments. For example,
the head, which represents the spirit and reason, is conquered by the
heart, which symbolizes sentimentality and sensuality, "el corazon le
martlllaba el pecho y parec£a querer estallarle la cabeza" (p. 8b, Ch. 8),
15
when he meets Eugenia. His head* his Intelligence* and his spirit have 
all failed, and now it is the heart which has control* and this also pre- 
figures Augusto's failure with Eugenia,
Animal Imagery; The Transformation 
from Eagle to Canary
'n this section we shall analyze how the conversion of the animal 
Imagery from eagle to canary reflects the change in Augusto's self-image 
which occurs after he meets Eugenia. The eagle symbolizes his self-image 
before his encounter with Eugenia, and the canary symbolizes his self- 
image after this encounter. And like the previous corporal Imagery, the 
animal imagery belonging to thlB stage also foreshadows Augusto's failure 
to achieve reality.
The eagle, as has already been stated, is representative of Augusto's 
self-image before meeting Eugenia. It symbolizes power, masculinity, 
and complete freedom and confidence: "Qulen fuera aguila para pasearse
por los senos de las nubes. Y ver al sol a traves de ellas, como lumbre 
nebuioii tambien" (p. 72, Ch. 4). Moreover, It demonstrates Augusto's 
belief that he can ascend the spiritual mist and confusion which sur­
rounds him:
Cruzaba las nubes, aguila refulgente, con las pcderosas alas 
perladas de rocio, fljos los ojos de presa en la niebla solar, 
dormldo el corazon en dulce aburrimlento al ampara del pecho 
forjado en tempestades. (p. 74, Ch. 5)
Through the above quotation we can see that Augusto still has the somewhat
childish notion that he is free, powerful, and has complete control over
his actious; "no es que cref en Dios, sino me cref un dios" (p. 93, Ch.
10). Ironically, though It is Eugenia who gives Augusto this sense of
16
power, he cannot use It in order to marry her. And while the eagle imagery 
mainly focuses on the theme of power* it also foreshadows the existential 
confusion which we see In the following stages: "Soy aguila, o soy hombre?"
(p* 74* Ch% M »
However, the eagle Imagery Is rapidly converted Into canary imagery 
after Augusta's encounter with Eugenia. We see a free, powerful bird 
that ascends converted Into a caged, weak bird that descends without con­
trol:
Iba a pones el canarlo al sol Pero al lr a ponerlo fallo^el 
clavo y la jaula se vino abajo . . . Augusto ss preclplto a 
recoger la jaula, El pobre canarlo revoloteaba dentro de 
ella despavorido . . . SublJ Augusto a la casa, con el 
canarlo agitandose en la jaula y el corason en el pecho.
(p. 79, Ch. 6)
The canary represents Augusto’s Imprisoned sexual Impulse) and the control 
of Unamuno— "hay canarlos provldenciales" (p» 80, Ch. 6). Although 
Augusto felt free before meeting Eugenia, he now, perhaps unconsciously, 
realists that he has as much control as does the caged canary. This change 
in Imagery represents a diminution of Augusto*s powsr and control over 
his own life, and also prefigures his impotence with Rosario. Moreover, 
the canary’s fall may also symbolize Augusto’s fall, Augusto’s temptation, 
and Eugenia’s destructive effect on Augusto. Eugenia’s aunt tells Augusto 
that
un canarlo que entonccs tuve, se excitaba, y cuando mas esta 
(Eugenia) daba a las teclas, mas el a cantary mas cantar.
Como que se muricTde eso, reventado. (p. 97, Ch. 11)
Thus we see that Augusto*s chances for survival, if he d>es not seek
another path to his existence, are minimal at best.
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Thus we see that In the springtime, the infancy of Augusto's life, 
it is Augusto'o relationship with Eugenia which gives him hope of a con­
crete Interior and exterior reality. This stage in Augusto's development 
corresponds to the ideal existence of Adam and Eve before the fall, 
although Eugenia symbolizes Augusto's mother instead of Augusto's Eve.
We have seen that the essence of the relationship between Augusto and 
Eugenia is spiritual and asexual, since neither one thinks of the other 
as beings of "came y hueso." The corporal imagery of the eyes and hands 
reveal Eugenia's spiritual coldness and her icy attitude towards 
Augusto, while the change in animal imagery represents a change in 
Augusto's attitudes towards himself.
Therefore, at the end of Chapter 8 we see Augusto's imminent fall 
and discontent. Although Augusto at first believed that God or chance 
would lead him to his existence, as Villegas states: "Considers que el
azar, la fuerza de las cosas, lo transportara a esa otra clase de 
existencla" (p. 576); Augusto decides to reject the spiritual route 
towards existence in favor of the sensual route, which we see in the 
following stage. Consequently, Augusto passes from infancy, with its 
illusion of liberty, to youth, with its rebelliousness, and tries to change 
his passivity into activity.
Conclusion
CHAPTER 2
SECOND STAGE
In the second stage of Augusto's development, which is roughly com­
prised of Chapters IX-XVIII, we see the continuance of the seasonal 
archetype as we pass from spring to summer, the season of Augusto's youth. 
Prominent in this stage is Augusto's sensual relationship with Rosario, 
the ironing-girl, and the temptation which she represents to Augusto.
As in the previous stage, we see Augusto's failure to affirm himself, 
this time through nature and sensuality, and how corporal and animal 
Imagery reflect Augusto's maturation, sexuality, and degree of independ­
ence.
Summer
After having discovered the beauty of all women, Augusto begins to
become more aware of his environment, which appears to be in the season
of summer. Images of the sun, light, gold, heat, and the plentltude
of life abound in this phase and are almost always associated with
Rosario. For example, Augusto says, "La luz pareefa anldar en el oro"
(p. 91, Ch. 10), of Rosario's blonde hair, which often reminds Augusto 
*
of the sun. Augusto also associates Rosario with the plentltude of life 
which abounds during summer: "era su risa como el gorgeo de dos pajaros
en una enramada de flores" (p. 92, Ch. 10).
The summer heat associated with Rosario also provides as with a 
contrast between Rosario and Eugenia. While Eugenia is always cold and 
white, Rosario is always warm and red: "la mejilia de la muchacha, que 
echaba fuego," y "le ardfa la cara" (p. 99, Ch. 12). The opposing
Introduction
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personalities of Rosario and Eugenia are further emphasized when ve analyze 
certain paradoxical expressions which contain light and dark images.
Since Eugenia is a brunette, she is represented by dark images, and Rosario, 
being a blonde, is symbolized through light images. When we look at the 
following expressions— "la noche lumlnosa," "que luz se slente bajo su 
polo,” and "golpe de sol en la negrura de su pelo,f (p. 93, Ch. 10)— we 
see Augusto's mistaken attempt to find warmth and affection in his relation­
ship with Eugenia. On the other hand, when he is with Rosaric, he undergoes 
an important change; he moves away from Eugenia's iciness towards Rosario's 
summer-like warmth, and in the process he appears tc become more real 
and more human: "su voz mas humana y mas caliente" (p. 99, Ch, 12).
Therefore, we see that Auguato has passed from adoring a distant, cold, 
"ideal" woman to loving an attainable, warm, and real woman. He has ended 
his ideal existence and is now beginning to exist in reality.
Youth
Augusto is now in the summer of his life, his youth, and in this 
second stage we see the psychological characteristics pertaining to 
Augusto's new emotional age. Augusto, like any youth, wants others to 
respect and notice him, "Pues ahf esta la groser£a mayor, • • • en que, 
no se haya dado cuenta de ml presencla" (p. 125, Ch. 19). He resembles 
an adolescent who wants to assert his individuality and his ego:
Y slntlendo en esta exaltacion de su yo como si este se le
fuera hinchando, hinchando. (p. 127, Ch. 19)
and, "Y yo tengo ml caracter, vaya si le tengo, yo soy yo!" (pp. 126, Ch.
19).
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Now that Augusto is no longer a child, he begins to rebel against 
the authority and control of his mother, Eugenia, and unconsciously, 
his god. He wants control over his own actions. For example, he now 
becomes furious when Eugenia treats him badly; he is no longer the meek 
suitor: "Como si fuese un muneco, un ente, un don nadle" (p. 126, Ch.
19), which resembles the common lament of many adolescents. When we con­
trast this statement with his previous declaration, in which he says that 
Eugenia made him feel like ^ god, we see that Augusto has become aware 
of his lack of control and is not pleased with it. We can further see 
Augusto1s growing rebelliousness when we contrast Dona Soledad's views 
towards "la vlda fisiologica" with his own. For example, although Una­
muno writes that Augusto's mother despised physiology: "La fisiologla
le causaba horror" (p. 77, Ch. 5), Augusto believes that it is a possible 
means of obtaining reality: "no hay mas verdad ^e la vlda fisiologica"
(p. 123, Ch. 8).
Rosario
Therefore, in this stage we see Augusto's attempt to achieve a last­
ing reality through sensualism, "la vlda flsioldglca," and this 
existential endeavor is manifested principally through Augusto's relation­
ship with Rosario. Perhaps he can find the answers to his existential 
questions by exploring his sexuality. Although Augusto Is referring to 
Eugenia when he claims, "Ya tengo un objetlvo, una finalidad en esta 
vlda . . . y es conqulstar a esta muchacha o que ilia me conqulste"
(p. 91, Ch. 10), we have already seen that it is Rosario who is Augusto's
true romantic interest.
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The claim Is supported by Augusto's first impression of Rosario,
which is sexual: "aquella pareja de mozas, y aparecleronsele como un
solo cueyso germinado" (p. 92, Ch. 10). Thi3 description suggests a sexual
union and continues to be tied in with Augusto's relationship with Rosario:
El sueno de uno solo es la lluslon, la aparlencla; el sueno 
de dos es ya la verdad, la realldad. Que es el mundo real 
sino el sueno que sonamos todos, el sueno comun? (p. 101,
Ch. 13)
Notice that Augusto approaches Rosario and not Eugenia with the follow­
ing question: "Y si durmieramos tu y yo, Rosario, el mlsmo sueno?"
(p. 100, Ch. 12).
What does Augusto hope to achieve through this relationship? We 
see that Augusto first reflects on, "Que dulzura debs ser olvldarse de 
la vlda y de la muerte entre sus brazost Dejase brlsar en ellos como 
en olas" (p. 91, Ch. 10). As we have seen, with both Eugenia and Rosario, 
Augusto wants to forget his existence. Perhaps this illustrates Augusto's 
Innocence in that he bi leves that he has a real existence, or perhaps 
he wants to forget the fact that his existence isn't real.
However, while it is reasonably safe to say that Augusto still does 
not have a conscious awareness of his true existential state, we can see 
that he is beginning to have doubts about the naturalness of his condi­
tion: "Hasta a los animales que con nosotros convlven les hemos arrancado
el santo estado de naturaleza!" (p. 97, Ch. 11). But while Augusto may 
feel that Rosario will supply him with the naturalness which he lacks, 
he also fears it. "Y esa naturalldad suya, es lnocencla o es mallcla?"
(p. 123, Ch. 18). This ambivalent attitude towards nature may also be
an indication of Augusto's ambivalence towatds a natural existence,
and is paralleled through Adam's initial ambivalence towards Eve's tempta­
tion.
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Wt have already seen that Rosario, and not Eugenia* is Augusto's 
true Eve. Through her thoughts we see that she is* and has been* tempt­
ing Augusto with "the apple":
el senorlto ni la hubiese visto siquiera* lo que a ella* 
que erefa conocerse* habfala tenldo inquieta y hasta 
mohfna. No fljarse en ella! No mirarla como lo miraban 
otros hombres! No devorarla con los ojos* o mas bien 
lamerle con ellos los de ella* y la boca y la cara toda.
(p. 98, Ch. 12)
Augusto also believes her to be a new Eve and recognizes her temptation—  
"la malicia inocente de Rosario* esta nueva edicion de la eterna Eva"
(p. 127* Ch. 19)— and attractions "Tu, tu eres la verdadera" (p. 132*
Ch. 10).
However* Augusto's and Adam's ambivalent responses to this temptation 
are hardly what Rosario and Eve hope for. The temptresses are angry at 
the Inattention of Augusto and Adam; they believe themselves to be worthy 
of more attention and cannot understand this surprising ambivalence. But 
why are Augusto and Adam so ambivalent? Perhaps it is their fear of con­
fronting their god and Incurring his wrath. Another possible interpreta­
tion is that they fear losing their identity through a close relationship 
with a woman, and a third possible explanation is their fear of Nature 
and a fear of the unknown. In my opinion, all three explanations are 
valid and add to our understanding of Augusto, for Augusto* unlike Adam* 
never bites the apple* and therefore remains alienated from Nature.
Hia Failure to Achieve a Natural Existence
At first it appears as though Augusto's endeavor to affirm himself 
through his relationship with Rosario is successful:
Adages and Augusto*s Temptation
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me falta alma porque me sobra cuerpo • . • donde esta ml 
alma? Ea que 1% tengo? Solo la sentf resollar un poco 
cuando tuve aqul, abrazada, sobre mis rodillas, a 
Rosario, (p. 109, Ch. 14)
While Augu8to at flrat believes that "no estoy mla alia de lo natural,
sino mas aca de ello!" (p. 152, Ch. 25), we later Bee that AugU8to also
fails to receive the personal affirmation he needs from the heart and
feelings of Rosario and himself. As we will see in the following section,
Augusto loses control in his psychological experiments with Rosario and
Eugenia; we see that they have more control over their lives than he does.
And most importantly, Augusto falls to achieve existence not only in
Eugenia's eyes but in those of Rosario as well:
Solo as£ Uegare a conocerme • . • vlendome en ojos de mujer:
. • . Y al verse a si mlsmo en aquellos ojos, como en un 
espejo vivo, slntlo que la prlmera exaltacion se le Iba 
templando. (p. 149, Ch. 24)
Here we see his yo, his personal identity, shrinking and withering.
Neither does he obtain respect nor conformity, an existence like that 
of other men, in Rosario's mind: "Este hombre no me parece como los
demas; debe de estar loco" (p. 149, Ch. 24).
Corporal Imagery— The Heart and the Hair
In this section we shall analyze how the corporal Imagery of the 
heart and hair add to our understanding of Augusto's relationship with 
Rosario, his maturation, his rejection of spirituality and Eugenia, and 
his preoccupation with sensuality and Nature.
While Eugenia speaks to Augusto's head, his imagination, Rosario 
speaks to Augusto'a heart, his feelings. The corporal image of the 
heart reveals the essence of Augusto's relationships with Eugenia and
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Rosario. For Instance, when Augusto is with Eugenia» "no me late el 
corazon en el pecho y se me encierre la sangre" (p. 94, Ch. 10). However, 
when he is with Rosario he experiences completely different feelings:
"Y este (his pulse) empezo a latir febril en el pobre Augusto; se puso 
rojo . . . Los ojos de Eugenia se le borraron de la vista» y no vio ya nada 
slno • . , una niebla roja" (p. 95, Ch. 11). This emphasis of the heart 
is paralleled in the following description of Don Antonio's wife and 
represents Augusto*s emotional awakening and maturation: MSu corazon,
su alma toda, todo su cuerpo, que parecfan de ordlnario dormldos . • • 
el relampago de vida" (p. 134, Ch. 21). The heart image also fuses with 
the image of gold, which Is associated with Rosario, in order to prefigure 
Augusto's relationship with Rosario: "Tiene usted un corazon de oro"
(p. 122, Ch. 15).
The heart and blood, which are sexual and carnal Images, illustrate 
that sensuality is stronger than spirituality by means of their victory 
over the head and the eyes, which are spiritual images. Remember that 
when "la niebla roja" Invaded Augusto*s mind, he completely forgot Eugenia. 
Therefore, the victory of the heart over the mind represents Rosario's 
victory over Eugenia:
Una niebla lnvadlo la mente de Augusto; la sangre empezo 
a latlrle en las slenes, sintlo una opresion en el pecho.
Y para llbertarse de ello empezo a besar a Rosario en los 
ojos, que los tenfa que cerrar. (p. 122, Ch. 18)
Augusto approaches a natural life, and the closing of the eyes symbolizes
Augusto's rejection of rationalism and spirituality; now we see that
here it is the natural life which wins and not the spiritual life.
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Another Important corporal image in this stage, besides the eyes 
and the hands, is Rosario's hair. The hair is much more sensual than 
the eyes and hands, and it sensually attracts Augusto: "que dulce habra
de ser cubrir ml cara, ml boca, mis ojos con esos cabellas de oro!"
(p. 92, Ch. 10). The hair is also the part of Rosario's body with which 
Augusto has the most contact: "le acariclaba la cabellera" (p. 121, Ch.
18), and "sacudfa su cabeza" (p. 122, Ch. 18). Therefore, the hair adds 
to the sensual nature of Augusto's Involvement with the planchadora.
Animal Imagery— Augusto as Frog
The animal prominent in this stage is the frog, the traditional 
symbol of lasciviousness. Since Augusto has awakened to his sexual 
desires, it naturally follows that he is afraid of not being able to con­
trol these desires. "Es que termfo un momento no poder contenerse y asaltar 
a Liduvina" (p. 150, Ch. 24). Although he decides to study women scientific­
ally, "me parece que voy a perder la sangre fr£a nteesarla para la investi­
gation pslcologica" (p. 148, Ch. 24). While Batchelor states that 
Augusto is "aspiring to the fulness of carnal substance, the disappear­
ance of which he dreads" (p. 16), I maintain that Augusto does not fear 
the disappearance of carnal substance but rather its appearance:
"Defame . . . Tengo mledo! • • . no se de qulen, de tl, de mi! De lo 
que sea!" (p. 122, Ch. 18). He never completes his sexual advances towards 
Rosario, which further illustrate his fear of his own sexuality, and his 
Impotence.
If we consider the frog in the position of an animal experimented 
upon, Imprisoned with pins on a piece of wood, the image of the crucified 
Christ might spring to our minds. This figure reveals Augusto's Impotence
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before fate and death, just as Christ neither did nor could do anything 
to change his destiny* Augusto's identification with the frog underlines 
this impotence, this lack of control— "Ahora soy yo el experiment ado"
(p. 124, Ch. 24), "habia ldo con alres de experimentador, sentfase ahora 
rana" (p. 153, Ch. 26), "Estoy haciendo de rana" (p. 154, Ch* 26), and 
"Rana, rana completa! Y me han pescado entre todos" (p. 155, Ch. 26). 
Augusto finally concludes that, "Es Inutil, pues, tomarla de conejllla 
de Indlas o de ranita para experlmentos pslcologlcos" (p. 150, Ch. 24); 
he realizes that this route will not lead him to his true existence.
Conclusion
In conclusion, in this second stage of Augusto's development we find 
him in the summer of his life and in his youth. He displays the rebellious* 
ness characteristic of youth and is also beginning to dsvslnp some sense 
of his being, his "yo," or in othe? words, His ego. This rfthliliausnttss 
and "egotism" show that Augusto is distancing himself from his mother.
Through AugU»tO*i telaiionsnip with Rosario, we see that he is try­
ing to establish contoei hatUfai world. hut is simultaneously
afraid of it. Rs cannot entiNty go against his mother's attitudes 
towards sensualism, and as a resuit of this he is ambivalent, as was Adam, 
towards temptation. This ambivalence is further manifested through 
Augusto's fear of his own sexuality and his Impotence, and it is this 
Impotence which prevents Augusto from achieving a rational existence.
Lastly, the corporal Imagery— the heart and the hair— reinforces Augusto's 
preoccupation with sensualism, and the animal Imagery, namely the frog, 
serves to underscore Augusto's failure to achieve reality. Therefore,
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this attempt having failed, we see in the next stage that Augusto decides 
to try to affirm himself through some other means, namely, through pragma­
tism.
CHAPTER 3
THIRD STAGE
Introduction
In this third stage of Augusto’s evolution into a truly existent 
being, which roughly encompasses Chapters XIX-XXX, we see the seasonal 
archetype change from summer to autumn, the season of Augusto's adult­
hood and maturation. The relationships which are featured in this stage 
are Augusto'p friendship with Victor, and his filial association with 
his servants Liduvlna and Domingo; these relationships also emphasize 
the pragmatic nature of Augusto's new endeavor to exist. As in the pre­
vious stages of his development, Augusto's existential attempt once again 
falls, and through the corporal and animal Imagery within this particular 
stage, we can gain greater insight into what caused this new failure.
Autumn
In this stage the seasonal change from summer to fall symbolizes 
the emotional aging of Augusto, and also foreshadows the coming of winter 
and Augusto's death. "Y, en tanto, en otono, llovlan hojas amarillas, 
anchas hojas como de vid, a modo de manos momlflcados" (p. 128, Ch. 19). 
The mummified hands represent the death of his relationship with Eugenia 
and foreshadows his own death, while the yellowness evokes the image of 
Rosario and Augusto's now withered aspirations with her.
Within the theme of autumn we find another theme, that of Augusto's 
existential encarcelationi
aquellos arboles presos que esperaban ver salir y ponerse al 
sol sobre los tejados defies casas, aquellos arboles en- 
jaulados que . . • atraianle con un raisterioso tiro.
(p. 127, Ch. 19)
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The initial attraction of the trees (Augusto) to the sun (Rosario) symbo­
lizes Augusto's failed attempt to free himself through Nature. And like 
the urban trees, which "Se les cae la hoja antes, mucho antes que a 
sus hermanos del monte" (p. 128, Ch. 19), and are outside of nature—  
lluminado por luz electrics" (p. 128, Ch. 1<*), Augusto is also in the 
premature autumn of his life and is alienated from Nature.
Adulthood
In this third stage Augusto's maturation and acculturation is illus­
trated; Augusto learns what he can and cannot do within societal limits.
As Batchelor points out, "He acts because people expect certain things 
of him and because he must follow the classic pattern of the plot" (p. 
168). So thus the novel (or nivola) Itself is Augusto's society, and 
he has to follow its laws*
Two characteristics of adulthood and emotional maturation are 1) 
taking responsibility for one's own actions, and, less concretely, 2) 
a certain existential anguish. Augusto, in this stage, manifests both 
of these characteristics. Firstly, he exclaims, "El ser padre . . . le 
desplerta . . .  el sentido de la responsabllldad • . .—  Es que me ha 
hecho padre, Victor! . . • de ml mismo! (p. 166, Ch. 30). It is as 
though he takes away Unamuno's authority over his own existence, even 
though he continues to observe the laws of his society, the novel, by 
not rebelling against his author. Secondly, Augusto exhibits the emo­
tional and existential fatigue which corresponds to maturation: "Sentlase
cansado, mortalmente cansado, y como si toda aquella oscurldad, aquella 
vejez que resplraba le pesasen sobre el corazon" (p. 102, Ch. 13).
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We see that his doubts concerning his existence and his mortality conquer 
his heart and his feelings* just as the heart and sentiment conquered 
the head and spirituality in the preceding stage. "sf, el segundo naci- 
miento, el verdadero, es nacer por el dolor de la muerte incesante, de 
que estamos slempre muriendo" (p. 166* Ch. 30).
By lroklng at Augusto's emotional development* we can also trace 
the evolution of his existential doubts. Augusto used to regard his 
existence as an undeniable fact and with a certain impartiality* but the 
closer he approaches death, the more he doubts and fears his actual 
existence. Recall that in the first stage* "entrabanle furiosas ganas 
de . . . olvidarse de que exist la11 (p. 84* Ch. 8); here he is an emo­
tional infant* and therefore does not yet have enough knowledge to be 
able to doubt. In the second stage* Augusto needs his existence affirmed 
by another* even though he still continues to want to forget himself.
"El sueno de uno solo es lailuslSn, la aparlencla; el sueno de dos es 
ya la verdad* la realldad" (p. 101* Ch. 13). Here he needs contact with 
others so that he can use their reality as a stepping stone for his own 
reality. "Somos unos cuantos . . .  a resar el rosario. Ho se qulines 
son* ni ellos me conocen, pero nos sentimos solidarios, en fntlma comunion 
unos con otros" (p. 103* Ch. 14). However* In this third stage* Augusto1* 
doubts grow and deepent
m $  de ip# coses qua me de mas pavor es quedarme mirandome 
al tap#}*, a soles, cuqnde nedle me ve.^  Acabo por dudar is 
ml propi# eeiataacle i iaaginarms, vlendome como otro, que 
soy un suedo, un ante de fleciSn. (p« 139* Ch. 22)
and he begins to wonder if his life Is "realidad o es flccldn" (p. 120*
Ch. 17).
As Augusto*8 existential doubts grow his self-image diminishes! and 
we see* through his stature In other characters' eyes, that he is not 
receiving the ontological verification he so desperately needs. For 
example, he sees himself In Rosario's mlrror-llke eyes as "tan chi- 
qultlto" (p. 149, Ch. 24). He diminishes In Maurlclo's eyes as well. 
"Mirese usted ahora, don Augusto, en mis pupilas y vera que chlqultlto 
se ve * . •" (p. 159, Ch. 28). This represents a diminution of his exist­
ence down to a pinpoint, after which he Is no more than an idea or a 
literary creation: "mirandome al espejo . • • viendome ccmo otro, que
soy un sueno de ficclon" (p. 129, Ch. 22).
Victor, Liduvlna, and Domingo
In this section we will analyse how Augusto's relationships with
Victor, Liduvlna, and Domingo foster his ontological doubts. Through
the pragmatic advice of these three characters, we see Augusto's attempts
to deal with his reality by trying to concentrate on more mundane matters.
Victor Is the character who, with the possible exception of Unamuno,
knows Augusto better than anyone else. It is he who first tells Augusto
that he has a different type of existence than do other men: "no eres
sino una pure idea, un ante de ficclon" (p. 93, Ch. 10). Victor and
Augusto's relationship parallels that of the two boys in the park:
"Tu estabas ahl preso, te tenian unos ladrones. • •"
"Es que yo • empeso^malhumorado el otro, y el-
pr^lmero replico: "No, tu no eras tu" Auguste* no qulso
olr mas. (p. 128, Ch. 19)
It is Victor who always Informs Augusto of the futility of his endeavors 
to become real, and It Is he who tells Augusto that he cannot establish 
contact with others and that he is going to be imprisoned in his loneliness:
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"a algun soli tar io como tu, de doble soledad . . Doble?— Si, soledad 
de cuerpo y soledad da alma" (p. 151, Ch. 25). Augusto's spiritual and 
physical lcnelinass also represents his failures to verify his existence 
through his spiritual and sensual relationships and contacts with others.
Victor's relationship with Augusto curiously parallels Unamuno's 
relationship with Augusto. "Sabes, Victor, que se me antoja que me est£s 
inventando?— Puede ser" (p. 120, Ch. 17). Victor demonstrates he has 
the interior knowledge of Augusto that only Augusto himself or his god 
would have, even though Victor is also, like Augusto, a fictional crea­
tion. "Y ya sabfa yo, sin que tuvieras que decfrmelo, que estabas 
enamorado. Lo sabfa major que tu mlsmo" (p. 71, Ch. 3). This ontological 
superiority is further illustrated by Victor's frequent victories over 
Augusto in their dally chess games. He always defeats Augusto, as Una­
muno appears to always defeat his characters when he plays with them.
Victor attempts to quell Augusto's existential anxieties by revealing 
his pragmatic attitude towards those problems. For example, after 
Augusto philosophises that, "Ser es pensar y lo que no plensa no es," 
Victor answers, "Pues no plenses, Augusto, no plenses" (p. 168, Ch. 30). 
When Augusto confesses his fear of looking at himself in a mirror, Victor 
advises him to "no te mires asf" (p. 139, Ch. 22). Victor himaelf knows 
that he Is also a character in a novel and nothing more; he doesn't 
dwell on his ontological state but rather accepts it. Whan Augusto asks, 
"qua voy a hacer yo ahora?," Victor replies, "Contentimonoa con serlo 
de . . . nivola! • • • Nosotros no tenemos dentrot" (p. 167, Ch. 30).
While Victor recognises that his existence Isn't "real," Llduvlna 
and Domingo do not even admit the possibility of an unreal existence.
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This refusal to even admit ontological problems makes their advice even 
more pragmatic than Victor's. Rather* their advice is common sense:
MPero a tu crees, Liduvina, que yo existo?— Vamos, vamos, dejese de esas 
androminas senorito; a cenar y a la cama!" (p. 175* Ch. 32)* and anti- 
intellectual: "Todo eso no son sino cosas de llbros, como dice ml
Liduvina" (p. 178, Ch. 32). They accept the fact that no one is often 
what he appears to be: "Que a todos nos gusta, senorito, hacer papal, 
y nadie es el que es, sino el que le haccn los demas" (p. 134, Ch. 20).
As others do not grant Augusto a real existence but rather a literary 
one, he will not be able to achieve the kind of existence he desires.
Augusto's Failure to Achieve a Pragmatic Existence
It would seem that the practical thing for Augusto to do at this 
point would be to accept his existence for what it is, or try to escape 
from it. Although Augusto considers undertaking a long trip, he changes 
his mind and decides to stay. Why? Perhaps since Augusto doesn't really 
exist, he doesn't really have any problems. One could construct an in­
complete metaphor between Augusto's planned trip and the flight of Adam 
and Eve from paradise. Augusto asks Rosario, his Eve, to accompany him 
on this trip, but since Augusto hasn't succumbed to Rosarlo'n temptation, 
he really doesn't have a reason to leave. "Un viaje largo y lejano! Por 
qutf Para qul?" (p. 129, Ch. 20). Since Augusto has remained, he will 
eventually confront the wrath of his God, Unamuno even though he has done 
nothing to deserve it, whereas Adam and Eve fled from paradise in order 
to escape the ire of their god.
Since Augusto cannot follow the pragmatic advice so freely offered 
to him, he continues in his doubt and moves further away from reality:
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"despues de esta burla . . . me dudo de ml exlstencia real" (p. 167, Ch. 
30), and "sintio como si le acorchase el alma" (p. 164, Ch. 29). Eugenia, 
Rosario, and Maurlclo deny Augusto existence and "ban querido demostrarme 
que no existo" (p. 165, Ch. 30). Therefore, Augusto is quite justifiably 
disheartened and disillusioned at the end of this stage in his life. As 
Batchelor says,
Such a man is Augusto Perez who wonders • . . what love and 
Justice relaly mean when the lack of correspondences in 
their lives demonstrates quite patently that they possess 
no ultimate meaning, (p. 50)
Corporal Imagery; The Stomach and 
the Free Will Motif
In this section we will discuss the corporal imagery of the stomach 
and how it is associated with Liduvlna, an important character in this 
stage, free will, and his attempt to conform to and accept society's 
demands.
Liduvlna, Augusto's cook, is tied to the stomach imagery as a result 
of her profession. She is also described as being "tan rolliza," and 
Augusto states that "Liduvlna, ml coclnera, . . .  me habla al 
estomago • • • y estomago son las tres facultades del alma que otros 
llamen • • • voluntad" (p. 147, Ch. 24). Consequently, in this stage 
Augusto comes to believe that the life of the stomach and the use of his 
free will are indeed his true life. "Como, luego existo" (p. 176, Ch.
32), and "Vamos, Orfeo, vamos a cenar. Esto sf que es verdad!" (p. 124, 
Ch. 18).
However, the stomach represents not only free will but the lack or 
abuse of it as well. Recall that Augusto dies from eating too much;
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paradoxically, he cannot control his free will. The fusion of the stomach 
image with the image of darkness in the following expression, "la voraz 
tiniebla" (p. 157, Ch. 27) serves to foreshadow the manner of Augusto's 
death. However, another conclusion is possible; if eating is associated 
with the stomach, and the stomach is tied to the concept of free will, 
can we not say that Augusto died by his own will and not Unamuno's?
The stomach also represents Augusto's attempt to conform to his 
environment, since food represents an integral part of any culture. For 
example, civilized men eat cooked food, while uncivilized men eat their 
food raw. The cooking of food represents man's acceptance of societal 
rules; likewise, food in this stage represents Augusto's attempt to adapt 
to his existence.
And lastly, the stomach l;^gery corresponds to the fall and eventual 
death of Augusto. We can see a descension in the corporal imagery from 
the first to the third stage. In the first stage, the original imagery 
mainly consists of the eyes and the head; in the second stage, the heart 
and the hair are the predominant corporal Images; and in the third stage, 
we descend even further to the stomach. This descension symbolizes 
Augusto's inverted psychological development; first we see his superego, 
then his ego, and now here we see the development of his id, the appe­
tite which now rules him.
Animal Imagery - Orfeo
In this section we shall examine how Orfeo 1) supports the free will 
motif analyzed in the previous section, 2) corresponds to Augusto's onto­
logical state, 3) reinforces the theme of pragmatism found in this stage, 
and 4) foreshadows Augusto's disillusionment and death.
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Through Orfeo's statement that, "los perros . . . nos unimos a el 
libremeate" (p. 183, Epilogue), mm see more reinforcement of the free
will motif. Herbert Marcuse says that "Orfeo is the archetype of the
2
poet as liberator and creator.11 Aug us to states, "este perro no es
esclavo, sino que es libre" (p. 78, Ch. 5); Augusto compares himself with 
Orfeo and consequently, his desire to be free intensifies. Valdes 
helps us understand the development of Augusto's free will by his claim 
that
like Kierkegaard, Unamuno again presents the personal yo in 
the process of existence going from the unauthentic passive, 
sleep-walking yo, to the active expression of the yo made 
authentic through his will. (p. 87)
The relationship between Orfeo and Augusto parallels that between 
Augusto and Unamuno and illustrates what role free will plays in man's 
relationship with his god. Just as Augusto tells Orfeo, "Que sera de 
tl sin ml*?" (p. 160, Ch. 28), so does Unamuno assume that Augusto cannot 
have a viable existence separate from his own. "tu no exlstes mas que 
en mi famtsafe* (p. 171, Ch. 31). Just as Orfeo needs a master, "Solo 
tm perro es capes de morlrse sin amo. Y yo he sido mas que tu amo, tu 
pmdre, tu diosT* (p. 160, Ch. 28), Augusto also needs and seeks his 
master, someone to put order in and justify his existence. Note that 
Augusto dies only after Unamuno rejects him. Augusto realises that Una­
muno wants him to die, and he unconsciously complies with his creator's 
wish. His death is also paralleled by Orfeo's death, "pero a su amo le 
erefa inmortal . • . sintlo que se desmoronaban en su espirltu los 
fundamentos todos de su fe en la vide y en el mundo" (p. 182, Epilogue). 
Neither Augusto nor Unamuno wish to see their creation die. For example,
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Augusto states that "no qulero verte morlr a mis ojos suplicandome vida"
(p. 108, Ch. 14). While Unamuno isn't quite as considerate towards his 
creation, he too <s saddened after having condemned Augusto to death:
"Luego se tanteo, come si dudase ya de su propia exlstencla. Yo me enjugue 
una la*grima furtive" (p. 174, Ch. 31).
Orfeo also illustrates the pragmatic attitude towards existential 
questions. He accepts life for what it is and doesn't look beyond it.
He observes that man "Slempre parece estar en otra cosa que en lo que 
eats’, y nl nlra a lo que mlra. Es corao si hublese otro mundo para el"
(p. 182, Epilogue). Orfeo also functions as a type of foreshadowing of 
Augusto's death and disillusionment by Eugenia, Rosario, and Maurlclo:
"Lo han dejado recien nacldo a que muera; les falto valor para matarlo"
(p. 78, Ch. 3), and "Que pocos dfas te queden ya de vlvir conmigo" (p.
160, Ch. 29).
In conclusion* Orfeo illustrates man's choice to devote himself to 
his god, parallels Augusto's condition, exhibits pragmatic attitudes 
towards life, and prefigures Augusto's disillusionment and death.
Conclusion
As we come to the end of the third stage in Augusto's development, 
a brief summary and analysis of the important elements within this stage 
would be in order. Firstly, we find that the seasonal archetype has 
shifted from summer to autumn, thereby ag^ .ng, perhaps prematurely, Augusto 
emotionally. He now evidences more responsibility for his own actions, 
but also is more emotionally fatigued. Through Augusto's relationships 
with his servants and Victor we see the pragmatic essence of his new attempt 
to find reality, although, as in the previous stages, this attempt also
fails due to Augusto's lack or or misuse of his free will and his appe­
tite, the id* The corporal imagery of the stomach and the animal imagery 
of Orfeo illustrate more fully Augusto's attempt to find his free will 
and his god, and also serve to foreshadow his death*
As the pragmatic route doesn't lead Augusto to his existence, neither 
does his free will lead him towards reality* As a result, Augusto carries 
out Unamuno's will and not his own, and this is what kills him: "una 
misteriosa atracccion, un impulso interno, le arrastraba a ella" (p. 174, 
Ch. 32). He does not escape the wrath of Unamuno, even though he has 
not broken the rules laid down by his creator, which is unlike Adam's 
flight from paradise.
Therefore, being completely trapped, Augusto has no other recourse 
but to commit suicide. But this breaks the laws of Unamuno's nivola; 
so as a result, we see Augusto's confrontation with his god in the next 
stage, in which he passes from maturity into death.
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CHAPTER A
FOURTH STAGE
Introduction
In this fourth and final stage* which is roughly comprised of 
Chapter XllI— Appendix, we see the completion of the seasonal archetype 
as we enter the winter of Augusto's life, which corresponds to his death. 
The prominent relationship in this stage is that between Augusto and 
Unamuno, which parallel1 man's relation which his god and illustrates 
the artistic nature of Augusto's final attempt to exist. We later see 
that, fortunately for Augusto, this final endeavor is successful, and 
the corporal and animal Imagery here further explain the nature of 
Augusto's newly discovered existence.
Winter
The seauon of winter genera:ly symbolizes and prefigures death.
After Augusto'8 Interview with Unamuno, ve see an indication of his 
approaching death when Domingo tells him, "Esta usted bianco y frfo cornu 
la nieve" (p. 178, Ch. 32), which evokes an image of the cold, white 
hands of Eugenia; perhaps this suggests a return to his essence and true 
spirituality. While returning from Salamanca, after having been con­
demned, Augusto looks at, "los paramos castellanos, ya los enclnares* 
ya los pinares; contemplaba las clmas nevadas de las sierras y • • . 
sent Case arrastrado a la muerte" (p. 175, Ch. 32). Here we have an indi­
cation of a death which, when combined with the snow imagery, symbolic; 
a kind of purification. This purification through death is paralleled 
by Orfeo's cleansing death as well: "Slento que mi espfritu se purif lea
al contacto de esta muerte, de esta purificacclon de ml amo" (p. 184,
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Epilogue). This nay also suggest the purification one receives when one 
returns to his natural habitat» which, for Augusto, is the region popu­
lated by ideas and literary characters.
However, the snow imagery, together with the mist imagery, also adds 
to the confusion and clouding of everything, which in itself repre­
sents the disintegration of Augusto's tangible reality and signals a 
return to Augusto's intangible and ambiguous native environment— the minds 
of his creator, Unamuno, and his readers. His return to this misty 
existence is expressed and paralleled chrough Orfeo's belief that his 
spirit, M'aspira hacia la nlebla en que 4l al fin se deshiso, a la niebla 
de que brotd y a que revertid'— Orfeo tlente venir la niebla tonebrosa 
. . . "  (p. 184, Epilogue). The darkness and the mist give a sensation 
of nothingness, death, and total confusion: "envolvid a su espfrltu
perruno en una densa nuba negra" (p. 182, Epilogue) and indicate the 
confusion of Che author himself: "se dlsipo en la niebla negra" (p. 181,
Ch. 33), like the black mist of Unamuno's mind and ontological uoubts.
Death
In this section we shall analyse different aspects of Augusto's 
death; firstly, his Inverted confessional scene with Unamuno, secondly, 
foreshadowings of Augusto's death found in the previous three stages, 
and, lastly, what role free will played in his death.
We first see the nature of Augusto's confessional interview with 
Unamuno when it is revealed that Augusto wants to obtain approval, and 
perhaps forgiveness, for committing suicide from Unamuno. "Has antes de 
Hevar al cabo su proposlto . . . ocurridsele consultarlo conmigo
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(Unamuno)” (p. 168, Ch. 30). The Interview quickly turns out to be a
type of inverted confession or last ritess
Le ataje (Unamuno) dlclendole que se ahorrase aquel trabajo* 
pues de las vlcisltudes de su vide sabfa yo tanto como el, 
y se lo demostre citrfndole los mis Intimas pormenores y los que 
el creia mas secretos. (p. 169, Ch. 31)
Although Victor has also revealed many of Augusto's secrets*
Augusto could construe his knowledge to be uncannily logical* based on 
his long association with Augusto. However* the knowledge of a stranger* 
Unamuno* of Augusto's very thoughts can only be construed as being divine 
and irrational and not pragmatic.
After their interview, Augusto dies in a manner which has been pre­
figured throughout the entire book* and this in Itself contradicts Una­
muno's claim that the novel was written "a lo que saiga." For example* 
Augusto* just before his death* cannot move; in the very first chapter* 
Augusto says of himself* "Hermano en que? En parallels!" (p. 64* Ch.
1)• He unconsciously speaks of his own fate when he says "Lo han dejado 
recien nacldo a qua muera; les falto valor para matarlo" (p. 78* Ch. 5)» 
which refers to his condition after having been deceived by Eugenia* Rosario* 
and Maurlcio. The preceding quote could also refer to Augusto's recent 
birth in the minds of his readers and their disinclination to kill him 
so soon. "Recien nacldo" may also allude to Augusto's return to nothing­
ness* to his original state In a mental womb before the onset of the novel.
Feal Deibe points out that
Augusto, como un nlno* que lo desnuden* volvlendo asf a la
sltuaclon del recien nacldo. La muerte de Augusto . • • se
confunde • . . con el volver al seno de la madre. (p. 115)
Other Images also prefigure Augusto's death and hla return to the
■let. We have the preaentinente of Eugenia's Uncle Fermln in Chapter
6 and the ash motif found in Chapters 1-7. Ashes represent death and
disintegration and here they are always tied to Augusto's dead father:
"Allf estaba sierapre el cenlcero con la cenlza del ultimo puro que apuro
su padre" (p. 76, Ch. 5). The cigar smoke corresponds to the mJat and
prefigures Augusto's return to an intangible existence. A* the idea of
what is created must also be destroyed is embodied in the symbol of ashes
we see through this symbol the relationship between father, god, and
"mortal" remains. And lastly, by describing "la voraz tlniebla" (p. 157,
Ch. 27) well before Augusto's death, Unamuno prefigures the cause of
Augusto's death, his uncontrollable appetite.
Augusto's death itself symbolizes his lack or abuse of his free
will: "abrfasele un extrano apetito, una rabia de comer mas y mas"
(p. 175, Ch. 32). However, Augusto not only dies by a misuse of his free
will but also by the combination of his three unsuccessful attempts to
verify his existence. The doctor states
Augusto ha muerto de las tres cosas, d** todo^el cuerpo 
(the heart, the stomach, and the head) por sintesls 
(p. 179, Ch. 32)
This demonstrates that for a *an to truly exist, he must have sentiment, 
free will, and a soul.
Unamuno
The principal relationship featured in this stage is that between 
Unamuno and Augusto, or rather, the relationship between a man and his 
god. This relationship is paralleled many times throughout the course 
of the book; for Instance, Don Antonio is Apollodoro's god, Augusto is
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Orfeo's god, and Victor la the god of hla dog, dolls, and characters.
In each of theaa relationships, the creation dies through the action or 
Inaction of Its creator* Apollodoro kills himself as a result of his 
father's attempts to make him a genius, Orfeo dies when he discovers 
that Augusto has died, Victor's dog died while begging Victor to save 
him, and of course, we have already seen Augusto beg Unamuno for his life 
as well.
Augusto'8 Existential Victory
Unlike Augusto'8 failed attempts to achieve existence as a spiritual, 
sensual, and pragmatic being, Augusto's endeavor to exist as an artistic 
being is successful. We see that his definition of art changes as he 
evolves ontologlcally. For example, In the first stage, which deals with 
his preoccupation with spirituality, he considers, "El supremo arte es 
el del azar" (p. 74, Ch. 5), since he associates chance with Providence 
or God. During the second stage he does not reflect an art because he Is 
too busy discovering It In his environment through the beauty of women.
In the third stage, In which he Is concerned about his lack of free will 
and liberty, he Is seeking an escape from his plight. Therefore we see 
his assertion that "lo mas llberador del arte es que le hace a uno 
olvidar que exists" (p. 167, Ch. 30). And in the last stage, Victor's 
declaration that "lo mas llberador del arte es que le hace a uno dudar 
de que exists" (p. 168, Ch. 30), corresponds to Augusto's doubtful or 
Intangible existence. These differing Interpretations on the nature of 
art illustrate Augusto's failures to attain true life, and also show his 
success In obtaining an artistic existence. We have seen that Augusto
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no longer believes in chance, and ha cannot forget his axistantlal problems. 
But if there is ona thing that Augusto can certainly do vail is doubt 
his existence. Therefore, ha shovs a claar understanding of art which 
deals with doubt.
We consequently sea that Augusto finally obtains existence through 
art as a literary creation. Although ha is neither dead nor alive, ha 
lives in the minds of his readers and has the Immortal axistanca that 
his author craves:
no vivo yo *n las (the minds) da otros, an las da aquellos qua 
lean el reInto da ml vida? • • .— por qua no ha da existir 
como un alma sterna y aternamante dolorosa? . • • solo sa 
muere al qua asta vivo • • . y yo, como no exlsto, no 
puado morirme . . . soy inmortal! . • • Un ante da flcclon 
as una idea, y una idea as slempre inmortal • . • Yo soy 
idea! (pp. 175-176, Ch. 32)
And Augusto himself prophesises his eventual ontological state when ha 
claims, "Yo vivo in parpatua lfrica infinitesimal" (p. 68, Ch. 1).
Augusto9s attainment of an artistic axistanca represents a victory 
over Unamuno in that his newly discovered axistanca fosters Unamuno's 
own axistantlal doubts:
No sea qua ustad no pasa da sar un prataxto para qua ml 
historia ilape al mundo . . .  ha dlcho qua Don Quljote y 
Sancho son • • • mis raalas qua Cervantes, (p. 170,
Ch. 32).
wtiauMuno also inadvertantly recognises Augusto*s axistanca whan ha seas
Augusto "recobrar vida propla" (p. 170, Ch. 32), and whan Augusto "me
interrumpio, volviendome a la realldad" (p. 173, Ch. 31). According
to Varay, Unamuno loses control over Augusto:
Attempting to avoid the banalities of the realistic novel, 
ha turns bis characters into caricatures, into puppets, 
but those puppet figures which show a will to survive coma 
to have a life of their own, and, like Unamuno himself in 
his abyss of doubt, cry: "Quiero vivir." (p. 572)
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Hence Augusto attains a reality aa real as that of hla creator. He le 
also victorious over Unamuno in that he has the Ineortallty that Unamuno 
is desperately seeking. "Don Miguel, tambien usted se morira . • • y 
ae volvera a la nada de qua aallo . . . Se morira usted . • • aunque no 
lo qulera • • • y ae morlran todos loa que lean mi historia . • •
(p. 174, Ch. 31). Not only does he achieve an existential victory over 
hie creator; but he is, ironically, ontologically victorious over hla 
readers aa veil, since he exists immortally through their mortal minds.
This victory is also substantiated through other characters' comments 
upon Augusto'a condition. Although Augusto vrote to Unamuno and admitted, 
"Se salio con la suya. He muerto." (p. 177, Ch. 32), his servant says 
that Augusto is the true victor in his struggle with Unamuno: "Lo de
mi senorito ha sido un suicidio y nada mas que un sulcidio. Se aallo 
con la suya!" (p. 179, Ch. 32). As Augusto himself says In his second 
interview with Unamuno, "Me afirme murlendo" (p. 190, Epilogue). He has 
discovered the essence of his existence, while Unamuno remains in his 
ontological confusion; by means of a pun we see Unamuno's lack of 
existential knowledge: "Uno mismo (Unamuno) es qulen menos sabe de su
exlstencla" (p. 179, Ch. 32).
Augusto'a victory is also manifested through his control of Una* 
muno and his wider artistic knoveldge. In effect, Augusto becomes the 
professor and Unamuno becomes the student. During hla visit in Unamuno's 
dreams, he orders Unamuno "que escribe usted la nivola de mis aventuras" 
(p. 180, Ch. 33), and hands down artistic laws to Unamuno in much the 
same manner as God handed down the ten commandments to Moses:
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un novelist* . • . no pueden hactr *n abioluto lo que sc Its 
antoje de un personsje que creen; un ente de ficcion novelese* 
no puede hacer, an buen* ley de art** lo que ningun lector 
eaperara que hlclese. (p. 171)
In effect, he states that an artist cannot destroy his creation. He also 
demonstrates Unamuno's lack of understanding of his characters— "tu*
Miguel de Unamuno* que crees haberme creado* no me conoces bien" (p. 190* 
Appendix) and artistic boundaries— "eso que usted ha pensado resueitarms 
. . . es un disparate* mis aun es una inposlbllidad" (p. 180* Ch. 33)—  
and demonstrates that Unamuno does not have the divine power which he 
thinks he has. Although Unamuno does break artistic laws by resurrecting 
Augusto* this resurrection only adds to the theme of Augusto's immor­
tality. Angusto is thus Implicitly compiled to Christ.
Corporal Imagery} Cadavers and Puppets
In this section* we will examine how the corporal imagery of 
cadavers and puppets augments the death motif and prefigures Augusto's 
death. We will also see how this imagery accentuates Augusto's aliena­
tion from the "real" world* and finally* how it shows Augusto's lack of 
control.
Images of cadavers appear throughout the length of the book and 
function as foreshadowings of Augusto's death. Augusto's only memory 
of his father is the "padre moribundo" (p. 76* Ch. 3)* and there follow 
other Images of cadaverst "el sentfase fantasma" (p. 127* Ch. 19), "manos 
momificadas" (p* 128* Ch. 19)* and "yada mi cuerpo solitario" (p. 156*
Ch. 27). Augusto's self-image and attitude towards himself changes as 
he approaches his true existence. At first he does not doubt his 
existence* but lacer he feels himself to be a ghost and sees his
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self-image diminish in the eyes of others. As Batch#lor states, "The 
crisis grows in proportion as th# awareness of s#lf grows» the entire 
procsss involving s#lf dramatisation in virtu# of th# increased brittle* 
ness of liiV (p. 74).
Th# cadavsr imagery is further strengthened by Augusto's own death 
and Orfeo's observation of human customs: "A3macenan sus muertos . • .
que s# viste sus muertos11 (p. 184, Epilogue). However* remember that 
Augusto wants to be undressed when he dies. While this can symbolise 
Augusto*8 return to the womb* it also emphasises Augusto's alienation 
from humanity and reinforces Augusto's intangible existence.
Puppet imagery also supports the cadaver imagery. Puppets* human 
figures which are neither dead nor alive* reflect Augusto's actual state. 
Victor says* "Y nos contentamos con unas munecas* unas grandes peponas 
. • • que mi Elena viste y desnuda— Esas no se os norIran" (p. 106*
Ch. 14). The puppets or dolls represent Augusto. who also has to be un­
dressed* is neither dead nor alive* and who also will not die on Una­
muno and his readers; Augusto recognises his similarity with these in­
animate objects: "Como si yo fuese un muneco* un ente* un don nadle" (p.
126* Ch. 19). He is a puppet because ha has no free will; his creator
pulls his strings against Augusto1s "will." For example* we sea how 
Unamuno pulls the strings on Augusto when he states that Augusts*
"a una etna mla se sento" (p. 169* Ch. 31). Unamuno reveals to Augusto 
that he is "ni muarto ni vivo" (p. 169)* like a puppet. In his inter* 
view with Augusts* we see that Unamuno is like a puppeteer who no 
longer knows what tricks he wants his puppet to perform: "no si que 
hacer ya dt tl. Dios* cuando no sabs qua hacer de nosotros* nos mats"
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self-image diminish In the eyes of others. As Bstchtlor states, MTht 
crisis grows in proportion as the awartnsss of self grows, th* antirt 
proctss involving self dramatisation in virtue of the increased brittle­
ness of life" (p. 74).
The cadaver imagery is further strengthened by Augusto's own death 
and Orfeo's observation of human customs: "Almacenan sus muertos . . .
qua se viste sus muertos" (p. 184, Epilogue). However, remember that 
Augusto wants to be undressed when he dies. While this can symbolise 
Augusto's return to the womb, it also emphasises Augusto's alienation 
from humanity and reinforces Augusto's intangible existence.
Puppet Imagery also supports the cadaver imagery. Puppets, human 
figures which are neither dead nor alive, reflect Augusto's actual state. 
Victor says, "Y nos contentamos con unas munecas, unas grandes peponas 
• • • qua ml Elena viste y desnuda— Ease no se os morlrin" (p. 106,
Ch. 14). The puppets or doll^ represent Augusto, who also has to be un-
dressed, is neither dead nor alive, and who also will not die on Una­
muno and his readers; Augusto recognises his similarity with theae in­
animate objects: "Como si yo fuese un rauneco, un ante, un don nadle" (p.
126, Ch. 19). He is a puppet because he has no free will; his creator
pulls his strings against Augusto's "will." For example, we see how 
Unamuno pulls the strings on Augusto When he states that Augusto,
"a una sens mla se sento" (p. 169, Ch. 31). Unamuno reveals to Augusto 
that he is "ni muerto nl vivo" (p. 169), like a puppet. In his inter­
view with Augusto, we see that Unamuno is like a puppeteer who no 
longer knows what tricks he wants his puppet to perform: "no se qua 
hacer ya da ti. Dios, cuando no sabe qul hacer de nosotros, nos mats"
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(p. 173, Ch. 31). Finally, we see that when Augusto dlta, ha resembles 
a marionette whose strings hava baan cut: "no puedo tenerme an pia"
<p. 177, Ch. 32).
Animal Imagery: Han as Ape
The animal Imagery which is prominent in this stage corresponds to 
the cadaver imagery aa wall, as the animal image here la that of man aa 
ape. Orfeo elaborates on man's animality: "Que extrono animal aa al 
hombre! . . . luego habla, o ladra, da un modo complicado . . * al parro 
qua so pone an dos plea" (p. 182-183, Epilogue). Thia suggests an ascent 
from the previous stage's animal imagery In that the dog now stands up 
and reveals himself.
Y por eso dice eu Biblia, sagun lea ha ofdo, qua al primer 
hombra, es decir, al furlmero da alios cue sa puso a andac an 
dos pies, sintio verguensa da presentarse dasnudo ante su 
Dios. Y para aso lnvcntaron al vastido • . • y de aqui mil 
atrocldadas humanas. (p. 183, Epilogue)
Han, while being the only animal who believes in God'i existence, is also
the only animal who rebels against and confronts God, as wa hava seen
through Auguuto's and Adam’s rebellion. The ascension in animal Imagery
is also paralleled by the ascension in Augusto's personal and existential
awareness from the third to the fourth stages, which represents the final
integration of Augusto's personality.
Conclusion
In this fourth and final stage of Augusto's life, wa sea Augusto success­
fully achieve an artistic existence. Although this stage represents the 
winter of Augusto's life, his death, it also represents the death of 
Augusto's ontological doubts. Therefore, we see Augusto gain an
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existential victory over his nemesis, Unamuno. The corporal and animal 
imagery elaborate on Augusto's Inanimateness and relationship with his 
god, Unamuno, and, most importantly, reveal the ascension of Augusta's 
personal and ontological awareness, and the integration of his person* 
ality.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion! we have seen Augusto’s emotional and existential 
development through the progression of the seasonal archetype and the 
relationships and Imagery featured in each stage. Augusto finally dis­
covers the essence of paradoxical existence and becomes a reali though 
intangible! being. While there have been many analyses of Niebla since 
its publication! the majority of these critiques have dealt with Unamuno’s 
existential beliefs and creation of the genre of the "nivola." From my 
readings on the subject! far fewer reviews have been written concerning 
Augusto1e existential development! excepting Batchelor* Varey* Feel Deibe, 
Villegas» and Valdfo* and none has been written suggesting a four part* 
or rather quadripartite archetype within Niebla* Therefore* I believe 
that this thesis contributes to the body of original criticism of this 
landmark literary masterpiece.
(tore importantly* the genius of this novel is not necessarily ex­
pressed through its form but rather through its treatment of man's 
existential condition and reality* his relstlonaklp with himself* with 
others* and with his god* In closing, Niebla proves that we are our own 
masters of our reality* and that* as Batchelor states* "existence is 
purely what we think it is* not what it is" (p* 130)* As Eugenia’s 
Uncle Fermfn states so enthusiastically (p. 82, Ch. 6)* God does not 
command us* but rather obeys us.
ENDNOTES
Renato J. Almansi, "The Face-Breast Equation,11 Journal of the 
American Psychoanalytic Association, 3 (I960), 61, 66, quoted in Feai 
Deibe, Carlos, Unamunoi "El Otro11 y Don Juan, p. 77.
2
Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilisation, p. 154, cited in Feel 
Deibe, Carlos, Unamuno; ME1 Otro** y Don Juan, p. 97.
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